
Double

Trouble



IT landscapes have developed into a 
highly complex combination of 
various ERP systems, databases etc
and very often with fragmented and 
duplicate data. This creates serious 
data analysis problems that could 
lead to poor decision making and 
costing companies millions each 
year. Many benefits can be achieved 
with “clean” data as can be seen in 
the slides that follow.



Cost Savings

• Repetitive "Free Text" spend 
can be identified and such items 
can be added to your stores 
catalogue with contract prices 
(even at zero stock levels). This 
leads to a reduction of off-
contract spend as end users are 
aware of the existence of such 
items in the stores catalogue at 
normally far better prices.

• Reduced cost of placing orders 
and holding of inventory.

• Reduction of costly incorrect 
decision making.

Efficiency 
Improvement

• Reduction of purchasing 
transactions

• Fewer items  to manage in the 
warehouse

• Elimination of duplicate 
stockholding

• Optimization of stockholding

Data Quality 
Improvement

• Standardization and 
enhancement of catalogue 
descriptions

• Accurate/Reliable reporting and 
Business Intelligence



Client indentifies database tables 
to be searched for duplicates

Client provides Tara Nawa (TN) 
with the tables/data

Tara Nawa returns results to 
client within 24 hours

Based on the TN results, the 
Client identifies problem 

areas/records and initiates 
remedial action

REMEDIAL ACTION examples (Client)

1. Remove duplicates

2. Transfer stock and adjust stock levels for items where    
duplicates were found

3. Enhance catalogue descriptions

4. Catalogue non stock/free text items and put them on 
contract at better prices

5. Make end users aware of the existence of catalogue items 
purchased as non stock at much higher prices



Repetitive Non Stock or “Free Text” purchases

Non Stock (Free Text) Possible 
Stock/Catalogue Items

Stock/Catalogue Duplicates

Vendor Duplicates

Asset Register



The client is provided with details and a summary of the project result as per 
example below, including the number of record combination comparisons 
made.



The results will indicate the number of possible duplicates found together 
with a “Similarity Score”. The client may for example want to inspect only 
items with a “Similarity Score” of more than 85% and can filter for such items.



Duplicate Finder Results Based On  Non Stock
Or “Free Text” Purchases

The graph indicates that there were 50 415 order lines for which there were other orders with similar 

descriptions, with an average similarity score of more than 95%. The “Drill-down” reflects the purchase order 

number and the number of possible duplicates – thus for purchase order 3101400397, there were 969 

purchase orders with similar descriptions.
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